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Sara White is outwardly a good girl. She follows the rules, works in a professional office and has a
boyfriend who treats her with consideration. However, deep inside her, thereâ€™s a craving for pain.
A desire to be spanked and whipped, to be submissive and to be controlled. One day, she walks
into the House of Pain, a sex store in Toronto that also does shows in the back where women are
whipped and spanked in front of an audience. Transfixed by the idea, she signs up.Doug Patterson
has met Sara at work, but discovers a whole new side of her when he sees her at the House of
Pain. He approaches her and suggests Sara become his submissive. Sara is attracted to Doug; but
afraid of complication. Will Sara surrender to Doug, and yield to her desire to be submissive?
Contains BDSM, flogging, anal sex, and much more...
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This is a very interesting and different sort of story. It moves quickly and flows along nicely. The
writer's style is brisk and to the point. No flowery words, no pomp and stance. This was fun. The
story was different from any other story I had read (I've read thousands now) in that the setting was
different, the conditions were different and so were the characters. This is not a stereotypical BDSM
storyline where there is a Master and slave or Dom and sub that are formal. This is between a man

and a woman discovering why she needs the pain. She wants to explore her desires and she
braves up enough to go to a sex shop. The shop itself is different to her (Although the description of
her surprise is pretty much all I've experienced) and the owner is conscious of her "peaked
interests". He makes an interesting proposition and the story moves into a few twists and definitely
interesting turns. I read it from start to finish without putting it down. Sorry guys, dinner was
non-existent. I look forward to reading more of Tara Crescent's writing.

What would you do if you found your vanilla sex life just wasn't doing it for you ??? That is the
question that Sara asks herself one day when she steps into a very unassuming sex shop. She is
both fascinated and taken aback. Could this really be something that she desires ?? When she is
approached by the owner to do a workshop that he conducts, at first she is very hesitant. Once she
gives it some thought, she decides she is going to try it. This is where she starts her journey into the
world of BDSM. That is where Doug finds her, having questions and desires of hisown. He makes
her a very interesting....one she is not sure she should accept. But accept she does. Where will this
offer take them ??? What does the journey entail ?? Take the journey with them....will it lead to
ultimate trust and satisfaction...or will it lead to something else ?? This is an engrossing read that
must not be missed.

Sara has desires that her sweet boyfriend Colin is not comfortable with. While at the "toy" store
House of Pain. The owner John, offers Sara a chance she can't refuse. A chance to explore her
desire for pain. But will Sara find more then she's bargained for at The House of Pain?Sara is a very
likeable character. Like most woman she has been burned and hurt before by unrequited love. She
is understandably hesitant to fall in love.Doug is the Vice President of Marketing Strategy. He is
yummy, yummy with a dash of OMG! He is patient yet firm with Sara, and offers her far more then
she is willing to give.The first person POV is a little distracting. There are a lot of I, I, I, I's but I do
not think it is so distracting as to make the story unenjoyable!I would recommend this to anyone who
loves pain in romance!provided by the Author through Goodreads BDSM group "TPE BAR
Read2Review"

I liked this book enough to enjoy reading it twice! Usual plot twist sequences but that makes for a
fun, comfortable book. Writing is good, no repetition, few fancy words where a simpler phrasing
would do and an enjoyable story line. I found the beginning to be a little abruptâ€¦ strange man asks
if she wants to see the back and she says yes? Makes me think she knew more about the store that

the story saysâ€¦ while also making it seem like she knows nothing expect the urges. The reason I
am giving it 4/5 stars is that I did not like is how there does seem to be a little bit of an inequality to
Sara and Dougâ€™s relationship. She states that she does not want to be in an unequal relationship
but does not question Dougâ€˜s attendance of the show just her own participation. Other than this
one issue the rest of the book flows well. I found the different point of view about a casual BDSM
relationship refreshing and enjoyable. I would recommend this book.

The story of a boss, Doug, and his subordinate, Sara, who turns into his submissive, is not unique.
What makes this book so worth reading is the way the characters are developed. Sara first has to
grapple with her desire to stay home but she decides to get her feet wet in the BDSM community.
She is then approached by a co-worker who has seen her perform and they start a relationship. The
boundaries of this relationship are always being tested, especially when Doug is forced to lay off the
whole department that Sara used to work with.If you are a fan of character development and tight
writing, then this book is for you.PS: Although does not classify this as a BDSM book, the BDSM
scenes are realistic and well written. If you are a fan of BDSM, this one's for you!!

This is my kind of book. It touches on the kind of pleasure pain that I like so of course it was one I
had to read more than once. Tara Crescent writes like she is living inside my head and is telling
what I would have liked to have done 20 years ago.Sara knows inside her self she would like a little
BITE with her pleasure if you wish. Some pain with her loving and when her boyfriend will not
provide it she seeks it out at The House of Pain a safe place.Doug sees Sara at The House of Pain
and sees someone that he feels he can connect with. Possible sub for for his dom in a non
traditional BDSM relationship.This is a very very good book and one that my husband and I have
read already twice. It is good good good.
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